The drum series of the 21st century is here now – ROCKSTAR – designed for the drummer who never looks back.

ROCKSTAR is designed for that hard driving rock drum beat popular today. It incorporates the latest designs with best of the classic drum technology. When developing pro quality design you have to talk to the pros and that’s what we did, incorporating a variety of their ideas and suggestions into the ROCKSTAR series. The series also makes full use of TAMA’s L-rod tom tom joint system.

The ROCKSTAR utilizes the TAMA original drum shell. Consisting of a 9-layer plywood, the shell exterior is sealed with a covering sheet. The shell interior is painted with a new “Zola-coat”.

All the drum shell interiors in the ROCKSTAR standard line are painted with the new “Zola-coat”. Developed to protect the shells from changes in humidity, “Zola-coat” allows the drum to develop a “drier” sound as the drum gets older.